
• A fasting blood draw was performed 
prior to carpal tunnel or trigger finger 
release

• Inflammatory markers of interest 
included IL-6, IL-10, Leptin and sTNF-1 
were quantified with ELISA and log-
transformed

Materials & Methods

• Body Mass Index has been correlated 
with trigger finger and carpal tunnel 
syndrome¹

• The underlying inflammatory pathway 
remains difficult to elucidate

• We hypothesized that high BMI patients 
were more likely to have higher levels of 
IL6, IL10, sTNF-R1 and Leptin² ³

Introduction Results

• There appears to be an association between 
diabetes and development of trigger finger and 
carpal tunnel syndrome since the prevalence of 
diabetes is 28.2% in our study versus 9.8% reported 
by the CDC for the U.S. population.
• Inflammatory markers IL6 and IL10 were higher 
among high BMI patients than normal BMI. Leptin 
was lower among high BMI than normal BMI 
patients.
• Examining upstream inflammatory gene markers 
should be the focus of future investigations 
including ways to inhibit inflammatory pathways. 

Conclusion

Inclusion criteria was 21 to 88, diagnosis 
of carpal tunnel syndrome or trigger finger. 
Exclusion criteria was previous carpal 
tunnel or trigger finger release and 
patients with post-traumatic deformity. 
We performed summary statistics, 
student’s t-test, and linear regression to 
describe the relationship between 
biomarkers and BMI status. 

Materials & Methods Results

• Leptin was significantly higher in normal 
BMI patients than high BMI patients (P-
value = 0.000)

• IL10 was significantly lower in normal BMI 
patients than high BMI patients (P-value = 
0.0321). 

• IL6 was lower among normal BMI patients 
but lacked significance (P-value = 0.0818). 

• There was no significant difference in sTNF-
R1 between normal and high BMI patients. 
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Table 2: Linear Regression of Inflammatory 
Markers and BMI

• Regression results indicate a one unit 
increase in leptin was associated with a 
5.28 decrease in BMI.

• A unit increase in IL-10 was associated 
with a 3.94 increase in BMI
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